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Motivation

Context:
→user feedback expressed as unary values (e.g. favorites)
→ lack of a negative class
→no feedback = not seen or not liked?

Objective

→ improve one-class collaborative filtering (CF)
→extract preference information from user comments
→enrich user preference model through sentiment analysis

Sentiment Analysis

→out-of-the-box rule-based (RB) sentiment classifier from [1]
→human study with 6 subjects over TED comments

Results:
→quality sufficient to improve one-class CF task
→ 260 sentences and 135 comments (0.83 and 0.65 k score, substantial)
→ 76.20% F1 compared to 54.63% for random classifier

One-Class Collaborative Filtering

Find missing ratings in user-item matrix R (|U |×|I|), with rui = 1
indicating an ‘action’ (positive feedback) [2, 3].
Neighborhood Models:

r̂ui = bui +

∑
j∈Dk(u;i) dij(ruj − buj)∑

j∈Dk(u;i) dij
; dij = sij

nij
nij + λ

; bui = µ + bu + bi (1)

sijsijsij: similarity of item i and j, nijnijnij: common raters of i and j, λλλ: shrinking
factor, buibuibui: bias user u and item j estimate, Dk(u; i)Dk(u; i)Dk(u; i): the neighborhood of
size k of the most similar items in users u history to item i.

Sentiment-Aware Nearest Neighbors (SANN)

SANN model integrates preference information from text by
mapping the sentiment scores of the text to preference ratings.

r̂ui = bui +
∑

j∈Dk
c (u;i)

dij(r
′
uj − buj), r′uj =

{
1, if ruj = 1

cuj, if ruj 6= 1
(2)

→ cuj = signrand(Cj): output of a random classifier (randSANN)
→ cuj = signRB(Cj): discrete output of RB classifier (SANN)
→ cuj = 1 + zj ·

∑
s∈Cj

(
polRB(s)/|s|

)
: numeric output of RB classifier (polSANN)

cujcujcuj: inferred rating of user u to item i, CjCjCj: user comment on item j,
sss: sentence, polRBpolRBpolRB: polarity output of RB classifier, zjzjzj: normalization factor

TED Dataset and Evaluation Protocol
→TED (www.ted.com) is an online repository of talks
→contains user material (120k favorites, 22k comments)
→we crawled, created and made TED data available (see [4])
→evaluation on top-50 recommendations with P/R/F1 metrics
→ 80% training with 5-fold cross-validation
→ 20% testing with two held-out sets (comment dense and sparse)
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Evaluation on Training Set

→optimizing for best combination of k, λ and similarity sij
→consistent improvement of SANN over NN

Effect of neighborhood size k Effect of shrinking factor λ

Results on Held-Out Sets

Dense held-out set Sparse held-out set
Methods MAP MAR MAF MAP MAR MAF
TopPopular 3.85 13.52 5.99 3.61 13.48 5.70
NN 5.67 18.07 8.63 5.23 18.06 8.11
randSANN 5.88 17.79 8.84 5.22 17.56 8.05
SANN 6.90 20.72 10.35 5.69 18.85 8.75
polSANN 7.29 22.01 10.95 5.89 19.48 9.04
Improv. +28.5% +21.8% +26.8% +12.6% +7.8% 11.4%

Precision vs. Recall Role of comments

Conclusions
→sentiment-aware nearest neighbor model outperforms

competitive baselines for one-class CF
→ relies on the quality of the sentiment analysis module
→performance improves with the number of comments

Future work:
→ learning to map sentiment scores to ratings
→ incorporate aspect-based information from user comments


